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The QiaCube Connect also provides an integrated software platform that allows users to customize reports, track labs and
order product, and conduct an end-to-end lab workflow. The system provides centralized management that supports the
entire lab by managing all test batches, tracking the results through the lab workflow, updating the library of instruments
and reagents that are used to test for a particular disease or panel of disease conditions, and alerting QiaGene as to which

instruments are ready to be assigned. Scans can be performed either by visual inspection or by the use of specialized
instrument software like the QiaSymphony, QiaView, QiaGenData, or other products developed by QiaGen. Additional data
such as device control information, system information, instrument calibration history, and specimen information can be

stored in the QiaCube Connect's internal database and integrated with results through the integrative data analysis
software that is provided with QiaCube Connect. The system provides a user-friendly web portal to enable lab users to

access shared laboratory data, view instrument status, order supplies, and review reports. Reports can be generated by the
user's defined parameters. Prior to use of the QiaCube Connect, users must receive the Qiagen CAP/EUA Scripting package

and the necessary mobile device and connection information. In addition, all labs must purchase the QiaGene Reporter
(QR) solution, a high-quality software package that is preconfigured to provide an end-to-end workflow that is integrated

with the QiaCube Connect and internal QiaGen data management system. Using the QR software, each test is
automatically and securely captured, uploaded and stored on the cloud. Once the data are stored in the QiaCube Connect,

it can be interpreted by the QiaGene CRA and subsequently accessible through a custom report builder. This integrated
workflow allows labs to operate with minimal supervision and provide better accessibility to more of their patients.
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At Axion BioSystems, our goal is to help you capture the complex biology of your cells. Whether
monitoring the kinetics of cellular growth and death or recording the activity of excitable cells;

Axion BioSystems' live-cell assay technology can help you record it noninvasively, in real time, and
with software tools to make analysis quick and painless. The QiaCube Connect allows labs to

connect to a shared Ethernet network where a mobile-connected data agent communicates with a
desktop workstation at the core laboratory. Once a test is completed and fully interpreted in the
desktop workstation, the workstation sends data to the data agent that was initially connected to
the QiaCube Connect. Data agents are mobile enabled with a tri-band 900Mhz GSM modem, a 4G
LTE modem, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi connectivity allowing them to move around the lab without being
bound to any fixed point of Internet access. Providing high data transfer speeds, the agent may be
deployed on mobile devices like an R-Series smartphone or laptop computer, which are then able

to receive and transmit data to the QiaCube Connect. Through multiple QiaCube Connect
locations, a lab has the ability to monitor the status of the entire chain of testing right from the
time a specimen is received until it is delivered for analysis. Data transfer is always kept in the

high-bandwidth WiFi/3G/4G networks and as long as an Internet connection is available, users can
monitor and retrieve their data. The data is then stored in the Qiagen internal database where a

QiaGene Certified Reporting Associate (CRA) can review and interpret the data and result
reporting. 5ec8ef588b
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